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ABSTRACT
Selectivity estimation has long been grounded in statistical
tools for density estimation. To capture the rich multivari-
ate distributions of relational tables, we propose the use of
a new type of high-capacity statistical model: deep likeli-
hood models. However, direct application of these models
leads to a limited estimator that is prohibitively expensive
to evaluate for range and wildcard predicates. To make a
truly usable estimator, we develop a Monte Carlo integra-
tion scheme on top of likelihood models that can efficiently
handle range queries with dozens of filters or more.
Like classical synopses, our estimator summarizes the data
without supervision. Unlike previous solutions, our estima-
tor approximates the joint data distribution without any
independence assumptions. When evaluated on real-world
datasets and compared against real systems and dominant
families of techniques, our likelihood model based estimator
achieves single-digit multiplicative error at tail, a 40−200×
accuracy improvement over the second best method, and is
space- and runtime-efficient.
1. INTRODUCTION
Estimating the selectivity of a SQL predicate is a core
primitive in query optimization [46], approximate query pro-
cessing [2], and performance profiling [3]. The main task is
to estimate the fraction of a relation that satisfies a pred-
icate, without actual execution. Despite its importance,
there is wide agreement that the problem is still unsolved [28,
30,39]. Open-source and commercial DBMSes routinely pro-
duce up to 104−108× estimation errors on queries over a
large number of attributes [28].
The fundamental difficulty of selectivity estimation comes
from condensing information about data into summaries [20].
The predominant approach in database systems today is
to collect single-column summaries (e.g., histograms and
sketches), and to combine these coarse-grained models as-
suming column independence. This represents one extreme,
where the summaries are fast to construct and cheap to
store, but compounding errors occur due to the coarse infor-
mation and over-simplifying independence assumptions. On
the other end of the spectrum, when given the joint data
distribution of a relation (the frequency of each unique tuple
normalized by the relation’s cardinality), perfect selectivity
“estimates” can be read off or computed via integration over
the distribution. However, the joint is intractable to com-
pute or store for all but the tiniest datasets. Thus, tradi-
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Figure 1: Approximating the joint data distribution in full,
Naru enjoys high space efficiency and estimation accuracy.
tional selectivity estimators are faced with the hard tradeoff
between the amount of information captured and the cost
to construct, store, and query the summary.
An accurate and compact joint approximation would largely
dispense with this tradeoff (Figure 1). Recent advances in
unsupervised learning have offered promising tools in this
regard. While it was previously thought intractable to ap-
proximate the joint data distribution of a relation in its full
form [8,14], deep likelihood models, a type of density estima-
tor, have succeeded in modeling high-dimensional data such
as images, text, and audio [44,52–54]. However, these mod-
els only estimate point densities—in query processing terms,
they only handle equality predicates (“what is the fraction
of tuples with price equal to $100?”). Full-featured selec-
tivity estimation requires handling not only equality but
also range predicates (“what fraction of tuples have price
less than $100 and weight greater than 10 lbs?”). Naive es-
timation of the range density by integrating over the query
region requires summing up an enormous number of points.
In an 11-dimensional table we consider, a challenging range
query has 1010 points in the query region, which would take
more than 1,000 hours to sum over by a naive enumeration
scheme. A full-featured selectivity estimator, therefore, re-
quires new techniques beyond the state of the art.
In this paper, we show how selectivity estimation can be
done with high accuracy by using deep likelihood models. We
show how relational data—including both numeric and cat-
egorical attributes—can be mapped into these models for
effective selectivity estimation of equality predicates. We
then introduce a new Monte Carlo integration technique
called progressive sampling, which efficiently estimates range
queries even at high dimensionality. By leveraging the avail-
ability of conditional probability distributions provided by
the model, progressive sampling steers the sampler into re-
gions of high probability density, and then corrects for the
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induced bias by using importance weighting. This technique
extends the state of the art in density estimation, with par-
ticular applicability to our problem of general-purpose se-
lectivity estimation. Our scheme is effective: a thousand
samples suffice to accurately estimate the aforementioned
1010-point query.
To realize these ideas, we design and implement Naru
(Neural Relation Understanding), a selectivity estimator that
approximates the joint data distribution in its full form,
without any column independence assumptions. Approx-
imating the joint in full not only provides superior accu-
racy, but also frees us from specifying what combinations of
columns to build synopses on. We further propose optimiza-
tions to encode and decode a wide spectrum of character-
istics in real-world relational data (e.g., various datatypes,
small vs. large domain sizes). Combining our integration
scheme with these practical strategies results in a highly ac-
curate, compact, and functionality-rich selectivity estimator
based on deep likelihood models.
Just like classical synopses, Naru summarizes a relation
in an unsupervised fashion. The model is trained via sta-
tistically grounded principles (maximum likelihood) where
no supervised signals or query feedback are required. While
many query-driven estimators are concerned with optimiz-
ing with respect to a set of training queries (i.e., “how much
error does the estimator incur on these queries?”), Naru is
optimized with respect to the underlying data distribution
(i.e., “how divergent is the estimator from the data?”). Our
full joint approximation is orthogonal to query-driven ap-
proaches: an unsupervised likelihood model can always take
advantage of additional signals such as query feedback by
further fine-tuning. On the other hand, being data-driven,
Naru supports a much larger set of queries and is automat-
ically robust to query distributional shifts. Our evaluation
compares Naru to the state-of-the-art unsupervised and su-
pervised techniques, showing Naru to be the only estima-
tor to achieve worst-case single-digit multiplicative errors for
challenging high-dimensional queries.
This paper makes three principal contributions:
1. We show how deep likelihood models can be used for
selectivity estimation (§2, §3), and propose optimiza-
tions to make them suitable for relational data (§4).
2. We identify range query estimation to be the key chal-
lenge for likelihood model-based selectivity estimators.
To address this challenge, we develop progressive sam-
pling, a Monte Carlo integration technique that effi-
ciently estimates range densities even with large query
regions (§5).
3. Our estimator Naru, when evaluated on several real-
world datasets and compared to baseline of different
families (heuristics, real DBMSes, statistical methods,
supervised learning), achieves orders-of-magnitude bet-
ter accuracy with space usage ∼1% of data size and
∼10ms of estimation latency (§6).
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a relation T with attribute domains {A1, . . . , An}.
Selectivity estimation seeks to estimate the fraction of tu-
ples in T that satisfy a particular predicate, θ : A1 × · · · ×
An → {0, 1}. We define the selectivity to be sel(θ) :=
|{x ∈ T : θ(x) = 1}|/|T |.
The joint data distribution of the relation, defined to be
P (a1, . . . , an) := f(a1, . . . , an)/|T |
is closely related to the selectivity, where f(a1, . . . , an) is the
number of occurrences of tuple (a1, . . . , an) in T . It forms
a valid probability distribution since integrating it over the
attribute domains yields a value of 1. Thus, exact selectivity
calculation is equivalent to integration over the joint:
sel(θ) =
∑
a1∈A1
· · ·
∑
an∈An
θ(a1, . . . , an) · P (a1, . . . , an).
In this work, we consider the relation T finite and hence its
empirical domains Ai are finite. Thus, summation is used
in the integration calculation above.
2.1 Approximating the Joint via Factorization
Given the joint, exact selectivity “estimates” can be cal-
culated by integration. However, the number of entries in
the joint—and thus the maximum number of points needed
to be summed over in the integration—is
|P | =
n∏
i=1
|Ai|
a size that grows exponentially with the number of attributes.
Although small-domain categorical columns, e.g., record types,
do exist, large-domain columns or wide tables are common,
rendering the calculation or storage of the true joint in-
tractable. Real-world tables with a dozen or so columns can
easily have a joint size of 1020 and upwards (§6). Thus, joint
approximation techniques seek to factorize [15] the joint into
some lower-dimensional representation, P̂ ≈ P , for practical
construction, storage, and query.
Classical 1D histograms [46] use the simplest factorization
P̂ (a1, · · · , an) ≈
n∏
i=1
P̂ (ai)
where independence between attributes is assumed. The
P̂ (ai)’s are materialized as histograms that are now cheap
to construct and store. Selectivity estimation reduces to
calculating per-column selectivities and combining by mul-
tiplication,
sel(θ) ≈
( ∑
a1∈A1
θ1(a1)P̂ (a1)
)
×· · ·×
( ∑
an∈An
θn(an)P̂ (an)
)
where each θi is predicate θ projected to each attribute (as-
suming here θ is a conjunction of single-attribute filters).
Richer factorizations are possible and are generally more
accurate approximations to the joint. For instance, Proba-
bilistic Relational Models [13,14] from the early 2000s lever-
age the conditional independence assumptions of Bayesian
Networks (e.g., joint factored into {P̂ (a1|a2, a3), P̂ (a2), P̂ (a3)}).
Dependency-Based Histograms [8] use decomposable inter-
action models and rely on partial independence between
columns (e.g., P̂ (a1, a2, a3) ≈ P̂ (a1)P̂ (a2, a3)). Both meth-
ods are marked improvements over 1D histograms since they
capture more than single-column interactions. However,
the tradeoff between richer factorizations and costs to store
or integrate is still unresolved. The above parametric fac-
tors are materialized either as probability tables or as his-
tograms, thus the cost of construction and storage grows
large for a large number of attributes. Obtaining selectivi-
ties also becomes drastically harder due to the integration
now crossing multiple attribute domains. Lastly, the approx-
imated joint’s precision is compromised since some forms of
independence are still assumed.
In this paper, we consider the richest possible factorization
of the joint, using the chain rule:
P̂ (a1, · · · , an) = P̂ (a1)P̂ (a2|a1) · · · P̂ (an|a1, . . . , an−1)
Unlike the previous proposals, the chain rule factorization is
an exact relationship to represent a distribution. It makes
no independence assumptions and captures all complex in-
teractions between attributes. Key to this goal is that the
factors, {P̂ (ai|a1, . . . , ai−1)}, need not be materialized; in-
stead, they are calculated on-demand by a neural network,
a high-capacity universal function approximator [11].
2.2 Problem Statement
This paper considers estimating the selectivities of queries
consisting of conjunctions of range/equality predicates on
numeric and categorical attributes (e.g., strings, dates, bools),
each of which involving an attribute and a literal. We as-
sume the domain of each column, Ai, is finite: since a real
dataset is finite, we can take the actually present values of
a column as its finite domain.
We make a few remarks. First, the supported queries are
wide: the usual =, 6=, <,≤, >,≥ operators, the rectangular
containment Ai ∈ [li, ri], or even the IN operator are con-
sidered ranges under our formulation. Arbitrary conjunc-
tions or disjunctions of such operators are supported via the
inclusion-exclusion principle. Second, our formulation fol-
lows a large amount of existing work on this topic [8,14,19,
38,41] and, in some cases, offers more capabilities (e.g., cer-
tain prior work require each predicate be a rectangle [19,25],
columns be real-valued [19,26], or assume equality predicates
only [17]). Third, similar to prior work, the relation under
estimation can either be a base table or a join result.
3. DEEP LIKELIHOOD MODELS
3.1 Overview
Naru uses a deep likelihood model to provide an accurate
estimate of the joint distribution, P̂ . We overview two cat-
egories of such models and discuss the subset suitable for a
selectivity estimator.
Access to point density P̂ (x). All deep likelihood models
can produce point density estimates P̂ (x) after training on
a set of n-dimensional tuples T = {x1, · · · } with the unsu-
pervised maximum likelihood objective. Many network ar-
chitectures have been proposed, ranging from latent variable
models [24], normalizing flows [9,23], to autoregressive mod-
els such as masked multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) [12,51]
and the Transformer [54].
Access to autoregressive densities {P̂ (xi|x<i)}. A sub-
class of models, termed autoregressive models, provides ac-
cess to the conditional densities present in the chain rule:
P̂ (x) = P̂ (x1, x2, · · · , xn)
= P̂ (x1)P̂ (x2|x1) · · · P̂ (xn|x1, . . . , xn−1)
Table
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Figure 2: Overview of the estimator framework. Like clas-
sical synopses, Naru reads data tuples and does not require super-
vised training queries or query feedback. The pluggable likelihood
model (§3.2), encoding/decoding strategies (§4.2), and querying
algorithms (§5) are shown.
Namely, given input tuple x = (x1, · · · , xn), the model emits
n conditional density estimates, {P̂ (xi|x<i)}. These esti-
mates offer a finer resolution than a single point density
scalar. The model can be architected to use any ordering(s)
of the attributes (e.g., (x1, x2, x3) or (x2, x1, x3)); in this
work we simply pick the table order.
Naru’s core consists of a configurable autoregressive model.
At first glance, the additional conditionals may not seem to
benefit our selectivity estimation task, but there are two
important reasons this family of models is the right choice.
First, autoregressive models have shown superior mod-
eling precision than other types of likelihood models (e.g.,
flows) in modeling images [44,53], audios [52], and text [54].
All these problems have high-dimensional data akin to a re-
lational table. Second, as will be seen in §5.1, the conditional
densities are critical in supporting range query estimation,
a feature not possible with access to point densities only.
3.2 Autoregressive Models for Relational Data
Naru allows any autoregressive modelM to be plugged in,
as long as it satisfies the following form:
M(x) 7→
[
P̂ (X1), P̂ (X2|x1), · · · , P̂ (Xn|x1, . . . , xn−1)
]
(1)
Namely, one tuple goes in, a list of conditional density dis-
tributions comes out, each being a distribution of the ith at-
tribute conditioned on previous attributes. Scalars {P̂ (xi|x<i)}
are read off from them. How can a neural netM ensure this
autoregressive property, e.g., making sure P̂ (X3|x1, x2) only
depends on, or “sees”, the information from the first two at-
tribute values (x1, x2) but not anything else?
The machine learning community has investigated many
such autoregressive architectures, both general-purpose [12,
54], and specialized for domains such as images [53]. Here,
we propose an architecture suitable for modeling relational
data. The basic building block is to assign each column i
its own compact neural net, whose input is the aggregated
information about previous column values x<i. Its role is to
use this context information to output a distribution over its
own domain, P̂ (Xi|x<i). Consider a travel checkins ta-
ble from an online maps app with columns city, year, stars.
Suppose the input is tuple 〈Portland, 2017, 10〉. First, column-
specific encoders Ecol() transform each attribute value into
a numeric vector suitable for neural net consumption,
[Ecity(Portland), Eyear(2017), Estars(10)]
Then, feed appropriately aggregated encoded input to the
per-column neural nets Mcol:
0→Mcity
Ecity(Portland)→Myear
⊕ (Ecity(Portland), Eyear(2017))→Mstars
where ⊕ is the operator that aggregates information from
several encoded attributes. In practice, this aggregator can
be vector concatenation, a set-invariant pooling operator
(e.g., elementwise sum or max), or even self-attention [54].
Notice that the first output, fromMcity, does not depend
on any attribute values (its input 0 is arbitrarily chosen).
The second output depends only on the attribute value from
city, and the third depends only on both city and year.
Therefore, the three outputs can be interpreted as[
P̂ (city), P̂ (year|city), P̂ (stars|city, year)
]
Thus, autoregressiveness is achieved.
Training these model outputs to be as close as possible
to the true conditional densities is done via maximum likeli-
hood estimation. Specifically, the cross entropy measure [11]
between the true data joint P and the model estimate P̂ is
calculated over all tuples in relation T and used as the loss:
H(P, P̂ ) = −
∑
x∈T
P (x) log P̂ (x) = − 1|T |
∑
x∈T
log P̂ (x) (2)
It can be fed into a standard gradient descent optimizer [22].
3.3 Interpreting Goodness-of-Fit: Entropy Gap
Like any statistical distribution estimators, our choice of
deep likelihood models admits an interpretable goodness-of-
fit. The cross entropy measure (Equation 2) and the entropy
of the data, H(P ), satisfy the relationship:
H(P, P̂ )−H(P ) = DKL(P ‖ P̂ )
where DKL(P ‖ P̂ ) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL)
measure quantifying how different the model’s approximate
distribution P̂ is from the true distribution P . The mea-
sure is non-negative and zero implies a perfect fit. If data
entropyH(P ) is calculable (i.e., the data is static), then dur-
ing and after training, one can monitor the KL divergence,
or entropy gap in bits, as the interpretable goodness-of-fit.
4. ESTIMATOR CONSTRUCTION
We now discuss practical issues in constructing Naru.
4.1 Workflow
Figure 2 outlines the workflow of building a Naru estima-
tor. After specifying a table T to build an estimator on,
batches of random tuples from T are read to train Naru. In
practice, a snapshot of the table can be saved to external
storage so normal DBMS activities are not affected. Neural
network training can be performed either close to the data
(at periods of low activity) or offloaded to a remote process.
For a batch of tuples, Naru encodes each attribute value
using column-specific strategies (§4.2). The encoded batch
then gets fed into the model to perform a gradient update
step. Our evaluation (§6.4) empirically observed that one
pass over data is sufficient to achieve a high degree of ac-
curacy (e.g., outperforming real DBMSes by 10−20×), and
more passes are beneficial until model convergence.
Data appends and updates, however, may cause statisti-
cal staleness. Naru can be periodically fine-tuned on sam-
ples from the updated relation to correct for this, as we
show in §6.7.3. We note that update handling is a concern
shared by many classical synopses, and that Naru can lever-
age system-level techniques for handling updates from the
literature (e.g., partitioning and periodic bulk updates).
Joins. The estimator does not distinguish between the type
of table it is built on. To build an estimator on a joined re-
lation, either the entire joined relation can be pre-computed
and materialized, or multi-way join operators [55,56] and
samplers [5,29] can be used to produce batches of tuples
on-the-fly. Given access to tuples from the joined result,
no changes are needed to the estimator framework. Once
trained, the estimator supports queries that filter any col-
umn in the joined relation. This treatment follows prior
work [21,33,38] and is conceptually clean.
4.2 Encoding and Decoding Strategies
Naru models a relation as a high-dimensional discrete dis-
tribution. The key challenge is to encode each column into
a form suitable for neural network consumption, while pre-
serving the column semantics. Further, each column’s out-
put distribution P̂ (Xi|x<i) (a vector of scores) must be ef-
ficiently decoded regardless of its datatype or domain size.
For each column Naru first obtains its domain Ai either
from user annotation or by scanning. All values in the col-
umn are then dictionary-encoded into integer IDs in range
[0, |Ai|). For instance, the dictionary can be Portland 7→ 0,
SF 7→ 1, etc. For columns with a natural order, e.g., nu-
merics or strings, the domains are sorted to make the dic-
tionary order consistent with the column order. Note that
continuous datatypes are discretized the same way. A spe-
cial placeholder ⊥ can be inserted into the domain so that
a previously-built estimator can function on new data.
Next, column-specific encoders Ecol() encode these IDs
into vectors. The ML community has proposed many such
strategies before; we make sensible choices by keeping in
mind a few characteristics specific to relational datasets:
Encoding small-domain columns: one-hot. For such
a column Ecol() is set to one-hot encoding (i.e., indicator
variables). For instance, if there are a total of 4 cities, then
the encoding of SF is Ecity(1) = [0, 1, 0, 0], a 4-dimensional
vector. The small-domain threshold is configurable and set
to 64 by default. This encoding takes O(|Ai|) space.
Encoding large-domain columns: embedding. For a
larger domain, the one-hot vector wastes space and compu-
tation budget. Naru uses embedding encoding in this case.
In this scheme—a preprocessing step in virtually all natural
language processing tasks—a learnable embedding matrix
of type R|Ai|×h is randomly initialized, and Ecol() is simply
row lookup into this matrix. For instance, Eyear(4) 7→ row 4
of embedding matrix, an h-dimensional vector. The embed-
ding matrix gets updated during gradient descent as part of
the model weights. This encoding takes O(h) space, inde-
pendent of the domain size (Naru defaults h to 64). This
encoding is ideal for domains with a meaningful semantic
distance (e.g., cities are similar in geo-location, popularity,
relation to its nation) since each dimension in the embed-
ding vector can learn to represent each such similarity.
(Easy) Decoding small-domain columns. Suppose do-
main |Ai| is small. In this easy case, the network allocates an
output layer to compute a distribution P̂ (Xi|x<i), which is
a |Ai|-dimensional vector of probabilities used for selectivity
estimation. The output layer may be a fully connected layer,
FC(F, |Ai|), where F is the hidden unit size. For example,
for a city column with three values in its domain, the output
distribution may be [SF = 0.2;Portland = 0.5;Waikiki = 0.3].
During optimization, the training loss seeks to minimize the
divergence of this output from the true data distribution.
(Harder) Decoding large-domain columns: embed-
ding reuse. If the domain is large, however, using an out-
put layer FC(F, |Ai|) would be inefficient in both space and
compute. Indeed, an id column in a dataset we tested on
has a large domain size of |Ai| = 104, inflating the output
layer beyond typical scales.
Naru solves this problem by an optimization that we call
“embedding reuse”. In essence, we replace the potentially
large output layer FC(F, |Ai|) with a much smaller version,
FC(F, h) (recall that h is the typically small embedding di-
mensions; defaults to 64). This immediately yields a sav-
ing ratio of |Ai|
h
. The goal of decoding is to take in in-
puts x<i and output |Ai| probability scores over the domain.
With the shrunk-down output layer, inputs x<i would pass
through the net arriving at an h-dimensional feature vector,
H ⊆ R1×h. We then calculate HETi , where Ei ⊆ R|Ai|×h is
the already-allocated embedding matrix for column i, obtain-
ing a vector R1×|Ai| that can be interpreted as the desired
scores after normalization. We have thus decoded the output
while cutting down the cost of compute and storage. This
scheme has proved effective in other large-domain tasks [43].
4.3 Model Choice
As discussed, any autoregressive model can be plugged in,
taking advantage of Naru’s encoding/decoding optimizations
as well as querying capabilities (§5). We provide two imple-
mentations to choose from: (A) the architecture outlined in
§3.2 and (B) a masked autoencoder [12] (a basic multi-layer
perceptron with similar information-limiting to ensure au-
toregressiveness). On a 15-column dataset we evaluated on,
when controlling for the same parameter count, architecture
A achieves better quality than B (8% better entropy gap;
§3.3). The same trend holds on another dataset. However,
architecture B’s current implementation is more optimized.
Naru therefore defaults to architecture B over better learn-
ing quality and faster convergence. We defer the study of
all possible model choices to future work.
5. QUERYING THE ESTIMATOR
Once a likelihood model is constructed, it can be queried
to compute selectivity estimates. Assume a query sel(θ) =
P (x1 ∈ R1, . . . , xn ∈ Rn) asking for the selectivity of the
conjunction, where each range Ri can be a point (equality
predicate), an interval (range predicate), or any subset of the
domain (IN). The calculation of this density is fundamentally
summing up the probability masses distributed in the cross-
product region, R = R1 × · · · ×Rn.
We first discuss the straightforward support for equality
predicates, then move on to how Naru solves the more chal-
lenging problem of range predicates.
A1  A2       AN-1  AN   
do
m
ai
n
...
query 
region
do
m
ai
n
...
query 
region
Uniform Sampling Progressive Sampling
A1  A2       AN-1  AN   
Figure 3: Intuition of progressive sampling. Uniform sam-
ples taken from the query region have a low probability of hitting
the high-mass sub-region of the query region, increasing the vari-
ance of Monte Carlo estimates. Progressive sampling avoids this
by sampling from the estimated data distribution instead, which
naturally concentrates samples in the high-mass sub-region.
Equality Predicates. When values are specified for all
columns, estimating conjunctions of these equality predi-
cates is straightforward. Such a point query has the form
P (X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn) and requires only a single forward
pass on the point, (x1, . . . , xn), to obtain the sequence of
conditionals, [P̂ (X1 = x1), P̂ (X2 = x2|X1 = x1), . . . , P̂ (Xn =
xn|X1 = x1, . . . , Xn−1 = xn−1)], which are then multiplied.
Range Predicates. It is impractical to assume a workload
that only issues point queries. With the presence of any
range predicate, or when some columns are not filtered, the
number of points that must be evaluated through the model
becomes larger than 1. (In fact, it easily grows to an as-
tronomically large number for the majority of workloads we
considered.) We discuss two ways in which Naru carries out
this operation. Enumeration exactly sums up the relevant
model densities: when the queried region R is sufficiently
small, all discrete points in this region are enumerated and
fed into the model, in a batching fashion, whose correspond-
ing point densities are then summed up:
sel(X1 ∈ R1, . . . , Xn ∈ Rn) ≈
∑
x1∈R1
· · ·
∑
xn∈Rn
P̂ (x1, . . . , xn).
When the region R is deemed too big—almost always the
case in the datasets and workloads we considered—we in-
stead use a novel approximate technique termed progressive
sampling, an unbiased estimator that works surprisingly well
on the relational datasets we considered.
5.1 Range Queries via Progressive Sampling
The queried region R = R1 × · · · × Rn in the worst case
contains O(
∏
i
Di) points, where Di = |Ai| is the size of each
attribute domain. Clearly, computing the likelihood for an
exponential number of points is prohibitively expensive for
data/queries with even moderate dimensions. Naru proposes
an approximate integration scheme to address this challenge.
First attempt (Figure 3, left). The simplest way to ap-
proximate the sum is via uniform sampling. First, sample
x(i) uniformly at random from R. Then, query the model to
compute p̂i = P̂ (x
(i)). By naive Monte Carlo, for S samples
we have |R|
S
∑S
i=1 p̂i as an unbiased estimator to the desired
density. Intuitively, this scheme is randomly throwing points
into target region R to probe its average density.
To understand the failure mode of uniform sampling, con-
sider a relation T with n correlated columns, with each
column distribution skewed so that 99% of the probabil-
ity mass is contained in the top 1% of its domain (Fig-
ure 3). Take a query with range predicates selecting the
top 50% of each domain. It is easy to see that uniformly
sampling from the query region will take in expectation
1/(0.01/0.5)n = 1/0.02n samples to hit the high-mass re-
gion we are integrating over. Thus, the number of samples
needed for an accurate estimate increases exponentially with
n. Consequently, we find that this sampler collapses catas-
trophically in the real-world datasets that we consider. For
instance, on a relation with n = 11 columns, this sampler
almost always returned density estimates of 0.0 even with
thousands of samples per query. Consequently, it had the
worst errors among all baselines in our evaluation.
Progressive sampling (Figure 3). Instead of uniformly
throwing points into the region, we could be more selective
in the points we choose—precisely because we have a pow-
erful likelihood model trained. Intuitively, a sample of the
first dimension x
(i)
1 would allow us to “zoom in” into the
more meaningful region of the second dimension. This more
meaningful region is exactly described by the second condi-
tional output from the likelihood model, P̂ (X2|x(i)1 ), a dis-
tribution over the second domain given the first dimension
sample. We can obtain a sample of the second dimension,
x
(i)
2 , from this space instead of from Unif(R2). This contin-
ues for all columns. In other words, progressive sampling
uses the factorized model to steer the sampler into the high-
mass part of the query region, compensating for the induced
bias with importance weighting.
Example. We show the sampling procedure for a 3-filter
query. Drawing the i-th sample for query P (X1 ∈ R1, X2 ∈
R2, X3 ∈ R3):
1. Forward 0 to get P̂ (X1). Compute and store P̂ (X1 ∈
R1) by summing. Then draw x
(i)
1 ∼P̂ (X1|X1 ∈ R1).
2. Forward x
(i)
1 to get P̂ (X2|x(i)1 ). Compute and store
P̂ (X2 ∈ R2|x(i)1 ). Draw x(i)2 ∼P̂ (X2|X2 ∈ R2, x(i)1 ).
3. Forward (x
(i)
1 , x
(i)
2 ) to get P̂ (X3|x(i)1 , x(i)2 ). Compute
and store P̂ (X3 ∈ R3|x(i)1 , x(i)2 ).
The summation and sampling steps are fast since they are
only over single-column distributions. This is in contrast to
integrating or summing over all columns at once, which has
an exponential number of points. The product of the three
stored intermediates,
P̂ (X1 ∈ R1) · P̂ (X2 ∈ R2|x(i)1 ) · P̂ (X3 ∈ R3|x(i)1 , x(i)2 ) (3)
is an unbiased estimate for the desired density. By construc-
tion, the sampled point satisfies the query (x
(i)
1 is drawn
from range R1, x
(i)
2 from R2, and so forth). It remains to
show that this sampler is approximating the correct sum:
Theorem 1. Progressive Sampling estimates are unbiased.
The proof uses only basic probability rules and can be
found in Appendix A. Algorithm 1 details the pseudocode
for the general n-filter case. Note that when less than all
columns are filtered, the unfiltered columns are treated as
having a wildcard, i.e., Ri = [0, Di), and does not require
special treatment. This sampler bears some resemblance to
sequential importance sampling [10] and may be amenable
Algorithm 1 Progressive Sampling: estimate the density
of query region R1 × · · · ×Rn using S samples.
1: function ProgressiveSampling(S;R1, . . . , Rn)
2: P̂ = 0
3: for i = 1 to S do . Batched in practice
4: P̂ = P̂ + Draw(R1, . . . , Rn)
5: return P̂ /S
6: function Draw(R1, . . . , Rn) . Draw one tuple
7: p̂ = 1
8: s = 0n . The tuple to fill in
9: for i = 1 to n do
10: Forward pass through model: M(s)
11: P̂ (Xi|s<i) = the i-th model output . Eq. 1
12: Zero-out probabilities in slots [0, Di) \Ri
13: Re-normalize, obtaining P̂ (Xi|Xi ∈ Ri, s<i)
14: p̂ = p̂× P̂ (Xi ∈ Ri|s<i)
15: Sample si∼P̂ (Xi|Xi ∈ Ri, s<i)
16: s[i] = si
17: return p̂ . Density of the sampled tuple s
to applicable analysis. Progressive sampling has a sequential
dependency between columns for drawing a single sample,
but multiple samples can be drawn independently, which
lends itself well for parallelization with modern hardware.
Lastly, we note that progressive sampling not only can op-
erate on the model’s approximated joint, but Algorithm 1
also works on an oracle joint distribution (e.g., obtained by
data scanning at each step). We take advantage of this ob-
servation in §6.7 to run the sampler against an oracle dis-
tribution. Our evaluation shows that the sampler can cover
both low and high density regions, and handles challenging
range queries for large numbers of columns and joint spaces.
6. EVALUATION
We answer the following questions in our evaluation:
1. How does Naru compare to state-of-the-art selectivity
estimators in accuracy (§6.2)? Is it robust (§6.3)?
2. How long does it take to train a Naru model to achieve
a useful level of accuracy? (§6.4)
3. Naru requires multiple inference passes to produce a
selectivity estimate. How does this compare with the
latency of other approaches? (§6.5)
4. How does accuracy scale with model size? (§6.6)
5. Lastly, a series of microbenchmarks are run to under-
stand Naru’s limits (§6.7).
6.1 Experimental Setup
We compare Naru against predominant families of selec-
tivity estimation techniques, including estimators in real
databases, heuristics, non-parametric density estimators, and
supervised learning approaches (Table 2). To ensure a fair
comparison between estimators, we restrict each estimator
to a fixed storage budget (Table 1). For example, for the
Conviva-A dataset, Naru’s model must be less than 3MB in
size, and the same restriction is held for all estimators for
that dataset when applicable.
Dataset Rows Cols Dom. Joint Budget
DMV 11.5M 11 2–2K 1015 1.3% (13MB)
Conviva-A 4.1M 15 2–1.9K 1023 0.7% (3MB)
Conviva-B 10K 100 2–10K 10190 N/A
Table 1: List of datasets used in evaluation. “Dom.” refers
to per-column domain size. “Joint” is number of entries in the ex-
act joint distribution (equal to the product of all domain sizes).
“Budget” is the storage budget we allocated to all evaluated es-
timators, when applicable, relative to the in-memory size of the
corresponding original tables.
6.1.1 Datasets
We use real-world datasets (Table 1) with challenging
characteristics. The number of rows ranges from 10K to
11.5M, the number of columns ranges from 11 to 100, and
the size of the joint space ranges from 1015 to 10190:
DMV [48]. Real-world dataset consisting of vehicle regis-
tration information in New York. We used the following 11
columns with widely differing dtypes and domain sizes (num-
ber in parenthesis indicates the domain size): record type
(4), reg class (75), state (89), county (63), body type (59),
fuel type (9), valid date (2101), color (225), sco ind (2), sus ind
(2), rev ind (2). A total of 11,591,878 raw tuples are used.
The exact joint distribution has a size of 3.4× 1015.
Conviva-A. Enterprise dataset containing anonymized user
activity logs from a video analytics company. The table cor-
responds to 3 days of activities. The 15 columns contain
a mix of small-domain categoricals (e.g., error flags, con-
nection types) as well as large-domain numerical quantities
(e.g., various bandwidth numbers in kbps). Although the
domains have a range (2–1.9K) similar to DMV, there are
many more numerical columns with larger domains, result-
ing in a much larger joint distribution (1023).
Conviva-B. A small dataset of 10K rows and 100 columns
also from Conviva, with a joint space of over 10190. Though
this dataset is trivial in size, this enables the use of an em-
ulated, perfect-accuracy model for running detailed robust-
ness studies (§6.7).
6.1.2 Estimators
Next, we discuss the baselines listed in Table 2, including
the performed tunings.
Real databases. Postgres and DBMS-1 represent the
performance a practitioner can hope to obtain from a real
DBMS. Both rely on classical assumptions and 1D histograms,
while the latter additionally contains cross-column correla-
tion statistics. Every column has a histogram and associated
statistics built. Postgres is tuned to use a maximum amount
of per-column bins (10,000). For DBMS-1, one invocation
of stats creation with all columns specified only builds a
histogram on the first column; we therefore invoke stats cre-
ation several times so that all columns are covered.
Multi-dimensional histogram. Hist is our implemen-
tation of an N-dimensional histogram. We increase per-
column bin sizes as much as possible to maximize its ac-
curacy while staying within the space budget (otherwise it
achieves perfect accuracy given unlimited space).
Independence assumption. Indep scans each column
to obtain perfect per-column selectivities and combines them
by multiplication. This measures the inaccuracy solely at-
tributed to the independence assumption.
Kernel density estimators & Sampling. In the non-
Type Estimator Description
Histogram Hist N-dimensional histogram.
Heuristic Indep A baseline that multiplies perfect
per-column selectivities.
Real System Postgres 1D stats and histograms via inde-
pendence/uniformity assumptions.
Real System DBMS-1 Commercial DBMS: 1D stats plus
inter-column unique value counts.
Sampling Sample Keeps p% of all tuples in memory.
Estimates a new query by evaluat-
ing on those samples.
KDE KDE Kernel density estimation [19,21].
Prediction MSCN Supervised deep prediction net [25].
Deep L.M. Naru (Ours) Deep likelihood modeling.
Table 2: List of estimators used in evaluation.
parametric sampling regime, we evaluate a uniform sam-
pler and a state-of-the-art KDE-based selectivity estima-
tor [19,21]. Sample keeps a set of p% of tuples uniformly
at random from the original table. In accordance with our
memory budget for each dataset, p is set to 1.3% for DMV
and 0.7% for Conviva-A. KDE [19] attempts to learn the
underlying data distribution by averaging Gaussian kernels
centered around random sample points. The number of sam-
ple points is chosen in accordance with our memory budget:
150K samples for DMV and 28K samples for Conviva-A. The
bandwidth for KDE is computed via Scott’s rule [45]. The
bandwidth for KDE-superv is initialized in the same way,
but is further optimized through query feedback from 10K
training queries. We modify the source code released by the
authors [32] in order to run it with more than ten columns.
Supervised learning. We compare to a recently pro-
posed supervised deep net-based estimator termed multi-set
convolutional network [25], or MSCN. We apply the source
code from the authors [1] to our datasets. As it is a super-
vised method, we generate 100K training queries from the
same distribution the test queries are drawn, ensuring their
“representativeness”. The net stores a materialized sample
of the data. Every query is run on the sample to get a
bitmap of qualifying tuples—this is used as an input addi-
tional to query features. We try three variants of the model,
all with the same hyperparameters and all trained to con-
vergence: MSCN-base uses the same setup reported origi-
nally [25] (1K samples, 100K training queries) and consumes
3MB. We found that MSCN’s performance is highly depen-
dent on the samples, so we include a variant with 10× more
samples (MSCN-10K: 10K samples, 100K train queries), con-
suming 13MB (satisfying DMV’s budget only). We also in-
clude MSCN-0 which does not use any materialized samples
and relies only on query features.
Deep likelihood modeling (ours). We train one Naru
model for each dataset. All models are trained with the un-
supervised maximum likelihood objective. For each dataset,
the following model architectures are chosen by hand (§4.3)
without automatic architecture search, and sizes are reported
without any compression of network weights:
• DMV: masked multi-layer perceptron with 5 hidden
layers (512, 256, 512, 128, 1024 units) consuming 12.7MB.
• Conviva-A: masked MLP with 4 hidden layers, 128
units each, consuming 2.7MB. Embedding reuse op-
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Figure 4: Distribution of query selectivity (§6.1.3).
timization with h = 64 is used (§4.2).
• Conviva-B: Emulated “oracle model”. This dataset is
for microbenchmarks only.
For the timing experiments, we train and run the learning
methods (KDE, MSCN, Naru) on a Tesla V100 GPU. Other
estimators are run on an 8-core Intel E5-2686v4 2.30GHz
machine and vectorized when applicable.
6.1.3 Workloads
Query distribution (Figure 4). We generate multidimen-
sional queries containing both range and equality predicates.
The goal is to test each estimator on a wide spectrum of tar-
get selectivities: we group them as high (>2%), medium
(0.5%–2%), and low (≤ 0.5%). Intuitively, all solutions
should perform reasonably well for high-selectivity queries,
because dense regions require only coarse-grained modeling
capacity. As the query selectivity drops, the estimation task
becomes harder, since low-density regions require each esti-
mator to model details in each hypercube. True selectivities
are obtained by executing the queries on Postgres.
The query generator is inspired by prior work [25]. Instead
of designating a few fixed columns to filter on, we consider
the more challenging scenario where the filters are randomly
placed. First, we draw the number of (non-wildcard) filters
5 ≤ f ≤ 11 uniformly at random. We always include at
least five filters to avoid queries with very high selectivity,
which all estimators do similarly well at. Note that Naru’s
progressive sampler treats non-filtered columns as having a
wildcard filter, so it handles num cols filters for each query.
Next, f distinct columns are drawn to place the filters. For
columns with domain size ≥ 10, the filter operator is sam-
pled uniformly from {=,≤,≥}; for columns with small do-
mains, the equality operator is picked—the intention is to
avoid placing a range predicate on categoricals, which often
have a low domain size. The filter literals are then chosen
from a random tuple sampled uniformly from the table (i.e.,
they follow the data distribution).
Overall, the generator proves expressive enough to yield
the desired wide range of selectivities. Figure 4 shows the
distribution of query selectivities of the generated queries
(2,000 queries for each dataset).
Accuracy metric. We report accuracy by the multiplica-
tive error [25,28,30] (also termed “q-error”), the factor by
which an estimate differs from the actual cardinality:
Error := max(estimate, actual)/min(estimate, actual)
We lower bound the estimated and actual cardinalities at
1 to guard against division by zero. In line with prior
work [8,28], we found that the multiplicative error is much
more informative than the relative error, as the latter does
not fairly penalize small cardinality estimates (which are
frequently the case for high-dimensional queries). Lastly we
report the errors in quantiles, with a particular focus at the
tail. Our results show that all estimators can achieve low
median (or mean) errors but with greatly varying perfor-
mance at the tail, indicating that mean/median metrics do
not accurately reflect the hard cases of the estimation task.
6.2 Estimation Accuracy
In summary, Tables 3 and 4 show that not only does Naru
match or exceed the best estimator across the board, it ex-
cels in the extreme tail of query difficulty—that is, worst-
case errors on low-selectivity queries. For these types of
queries, Naru achieves orders of magnitude better accuracy
than classical approaches, and at least 40× better tail be-
havior than query-driven (supervised) methods.
The same Naru model is used to estimate all queries on a
dataset, showing the robustness of the model learned. We
now discuss these macrobenchmarks in more detail.
6.2.1 Results on DMV
Overall, Naru achieves the best accuracy and remains ro-
bust across the selectivity spectrum. Specifically, at tail,
it is 230× more accurate than DBMS-1, 94× more accu-
rate than Sample, 43× more accurate than KDE-superv, and
230× (66×) more accurate than un-tuned (tuned) MSCN.
We discuss several points of interest from Table 3:
Independence assumptions lead to order of mag-
nitude errors. Estimators that assume full or partial inde-
pendence between columns produce large errors, regardless
of query selectivity or how good per-column estimates are.
These include Hist, Indep, Postgres, and DBMS-1, whose tail
errors are in the 103−105× range. Naru’s model is powerful
enough to avoid this assumption, leading to better results.
Worst-case errors are much harder to be robust
against. All estimators perform worse for low-selectivity
queries or at worst-case errors. For instance, in the high-
selectivity regime Postgres’s error is a reasonable 1.55× at
95th, but becomes 1682× worse at the maximum. Also,
Sample performs exceptionally well for high and medium
selectivity queries, but drops off considerably for low selec-
tivity queries where the sample has no hits. MSCN struggles
since its supervised objective requires more training data to
cover all possible low-selectivity queries. Naru makes much
lower (single-digit) errors at the tail, showing the robustness
that results from directly approximating the joint.
KDE struggles with high-dimensional data. KDE’s
errors are among the highest. The reason is that, the band-
width vector found is highly sub-optimal despite tunings,
due to (1) a large number of attributes in DMV, and (2)
discrete columns fundamentally do not work well with the
notion of “distance” in KDE [19]. The method must rely on
query feedback (KDE-superv) to find a good bandwidth.
MSCN heavily relies on its materialized samples
for accurate prediction. Across the spectrum, its accu-
racy closely approximates Sample. MSCN-10K has 3× better
tail accuracy than MSCN-base due to access to 10× more
samples, despite having the same network architecture and
trained on the same 100K queries. Both variants’ accuracies
drop off considerably for low-selectivity queries, since, when
there are no hits in the materialized sample, the model relies
solely on the query features to make “predictions”. MSCN-0
which does not use materialized samples performs consid-
erably worse than the other two variants, obtaining a max
Estimator High ((2%, 100%]) Medium ((0.5%, 2%]) Low (≤ 0.5%)
Median 95th 99th Max Median 95th 99th Max Median 95th 99th Max
Hist 1 · 104 4 · 105 1 · 106 2 · 106 3 · 104 2 · 105 2 · 105 2 · 105 1 · 103 3 · 104 5 · 104 6 · 104
Indep 1.12 1.55 46.14 2566 1.25 46.64 1051 8 · 104 1.35 225.48 2231 2 · 104
Postgres 1.12 1.55 46.26 2608 1.25 45.52 1070 8 · 104 1.36 227.14 2287 2 · 104
DBMS-1 1.45 3.36 5.80 12.60 2.72 6.38 9.29 10.10 5.28 83.00 416.75 917
Sample 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.05 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.10 1.12 43.20 98.08 377
KDE 10.92 1502 1 · 104 2 · 105 48.04 2 · 104 9 · 104 2 · 105 38.00 3190.51 2 · 104 5 · 104
KDE-superv 1.40 3.81 4.91 13.32 1.53 4.36 8.12 16.94 1.95 30.00 98.04 175
MSCN-base 1.17 1.42 1.47 1.58 1.14 1.65 2.53 3.96 2.95 32.45 85.56 921
MSCN-0 16.77 92.38 194.64 285 8.89 80.43 343.64 471 4.79 67.13 169.09 6145
MSCN-10K 1.04 1.10 1.12 1.16 1.04 1.12 1.19 1.23 1.51 14.17 33.67 264
Naru-1000 1.01 1.03 1.08 1.34 1.02 1.08 1.20 1.44 1.04 1.53 2.43 17
Naru-2000 1.01 1.03 1.04 1.12 1.02 1.06 1.16 1.28 1.04 1.50 2.00 4
Table 3: Estimation errors on DMV. Errors are grouped by true selectivities and shown in percentiles computed from 2,000 queries.
Estimator High ((2%, 100%]) Medium ((0.5%, 2%]) Low (≤ 0.5%)
Median 95th 99th Max Median 95th 99th Max Median 95th 99th Max
DBMS-1 1.75 5.25 7.77 9.12 3.93 13.61 19.88 31.28 8.63 176.22 636.01 4737
Sample 1.02 1.06 1.09 1.11 1.04 1.14 1.18 1.23 1.18 49.30 218.18 696
KDE 104.58 2 · 105 5 · 105 8 · 105 346.82 6 · 104 8 · 104 8 · 104 223.57 1 · 104 2 · 104 2 · 104
KDE-superv 1.99 7.97 14.47 33.56 2.04 8.44 17.02 49.65 2.76 74.50 251.40 462
MSCN-base 1.14 1.27 1.36 1.48 1.15 1.55 2.26 57.71 2.05 20.33 84.12 370
Naru-1000 1.04 1.16 1.27 1.42 1.05 1.22 1.43 1.65 1.11 2.00 4.04 500
Naru-2000 1.03 1.12 1.19 1.25 1.05 1.17 1.24 1.30 1.09 1.78 4.00 54
Naru-4000 1.03 1.10 1.15 1.22 1.04 1.14 1.19 1.30 1.08 1.62 2.92 6
Table 4: Estimation errors on Conviva-A. Errors grouped by true selectivities and shown in percentiles computed from 2,000 queries.
error of 6145×.
6.2.2 Results on Conviva-A
Based on DMV results, we keep only the promising base-
lines for this dataset. Table 4 shows that Naru remains best-
in-class for a dataset with substantially different columns
and a much larger joint size.
For this dataset, most estimators produce larger errors.
This is because Conviva-A has a much larger joint space.
DBMS-1 and KDE-superv exhibit 5× and 2.6× worse max
error than before, respectively. MSCN-base’s max error in
the medium-selectivity regime is also 14× worse. As a non-
parametric method covering the full joint space, Sample re-
mains a robust choice as the column count is scaled up.
For Naru, since the sampler need to cross more domains
and a much larger joint space, Naru-1000 becomes insuffi-
cient to provide single-digit error in all cases. However, a
modest scaling of the number of samples to 4K decreases
the worst-case error back to single-digit levels. This sug-
gests that the approximated joint is sufficiently accurate,
and that the key challenge lies in extracting its information.
6.3 Robustness to Out of Distribution Queries
Our experiments thus far have drawn the filter literals
(query centers) from the data. However, a strong estimator
must be robust to out-of-distribution (OOD) queries where
the literals are drawn from the entire joint domain, which
often result in no matching tuples. Table 5 shows results on
select estimators on 2K OOD queries on DMV, where 98%
have a true cardinality of zero. The supervised MSCN-10K
suffers greatly (e.g., median is now 23×, up from the 1.51×
in Table 3) because it was trained on a set of in-distribution
queries; at test time, out-of-distribution queries confuse the
net. KDE-superv, a sampling-based approach, finds no hits
in its sampled tuples, and therefore appropriately assigns
zero density mass for all queries. This outlier-detection ca-
pability offered by KDEs has been studied [42].
Estimator Median 95th 99th Max
MSCN-10K 23 96 151 417
KDE-superv 1.00 1.00 3.67 163
Sample 1.00 1.00 2.00 116
Naru-2000 1.00 1.00 1.26 4.00
Table 5: Robustness to OOD queries. Errors from 2,000 queries.
Since Naru approximates the data distribution, it correctly
learns that out-of-distribution regions have little or no den-
sity mass, outperforming KDE by 40× and MSCN by 104×.
6.4 Training Time vs. Quality
Compared to supervised learning, Naru is efficient to train:
no past queries are required; we only need access to a uni-
form random stream of tuples from the relation. We also
find that, surprisingly, it only takes a few epochs of training
to obtain a sufficiently powerful Naru estimator.
Figure 5 shows how two quality metrics, entropy gap and
estimation error on the same workloads as before, change as
training progresses. The metrics are calculated after each
epoch (one pass over the data) finishes. An epoch takes
about 75 seconds and 50 seconds for DMV and Conviva-A,
respectively. The number of progressive samples is set to 2K
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Figure 5: Training time vs. quality (§6.4). Dotted lines show divergence from data; bars show max estimation errors.
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Figure 6: Estimator latency (§6.5). Learning methods are run on GPU; other estimators are run on CPU (dashed lines). Legend
order follows line order; best viewed in color.
for DMV and 8K for Conviva-A.
Observe that Naru quickly converges to a high goodness-
of-fit both in terms of entropy gap and estimation quality.
For DMV where a larger Naru model is used, 1 epoch of
training suffices to produce the best estimation accuracy
compared to all baselines (Table 3, last column). For Con-
viva-A, 7 epochs yields the best-in-class quality and about
15 epochs yields the quality of single-digit max error.
6.5 Estimation Latency
As discussed in §5.1, Naru’s progressive sampling approach
requires as many model forward passes as the number of at-
tributes in the relation. In this section, we compare Naru’s
estimation latency against other baselines. Figure 6 shows
that, on our evaluation datasets, Naru can finish estimation
in around 10ms on a GPU, which is much faster than scan-
ning samples and is competitive with DBMS-1. We note the
caveat that latencies for Postgres and DBMS-1 include pro-
ducing an entire plan for each query. We further point out
two observations.
First, a sizable gap exists between KDE and Naru (e.g.,
on DMV, 3ms vs. 10ms at 99%-tile). However, we note
that while Naru’s sampler is written in Python code and
a general-purpose deep learning framework (PyTorch), the
former has hand-optimized GPU code (OpenCL). We believe
the gap would shrink down if control logic overhead from
Python is removed. Further, orthogonal techniques such as
half-precision, i.e., 32-bit floats quantized into 16-bit floats,
would shrink Naru’s compute cost by half.
Second, the CDF curves of most estimators are heavily
slanted, indicating their latency being proportional to the
number of attributes touched by the queries. Naru have up-
right curves because it treats all columns as having a filter—
an unqueried column is treated as having a wildcard region.
Query region size. In addition, we compare the latency
of Naru’s progressive sampling against the naive enumera-
tion querying scheme discussed in §5. Table 6 shows, at the
99%-tile (with respect to the workload), (1) the query region
size, or the number of points touched by each query, (2) the
estimated latency for enumeration assuming peak GPU per-
formance, and (3) the actual measured Naru latency, which
uses progressive sampling. The results show that the naive
enumeration querying scheme is impractical (>1000hr) com-
pared to Naru (≤10ms) under the large query region sizes
typical of real-world datasets.
Query Region Enum (est.) Naru
DMV 1.7 · 1010 1111 hr 10ms
Conviva-A 1.2 · 1012 2777 hr 8ms
Table 6: Query region sizes vs. enumeration’s estimated per-
query latency and Naru’s actual per-query latency, all at 99%-tile.
6.6 Choosing Model Size
In Table 7, we measure the relationship between model
size and entropy gap on Conviva-A. While larger model sizes
yield lower entropy gaps, Figure 5 shows that this can yield
diminishing returns in terms of accuracy.
Architecture Size (MB) Entropy gap, 5 epochs
32× 32× 32× 32 0.6 4.23 bits
64× 64× 64× 64 1.1 2.25 bits
128× 128× 128× 128 2.7 1.01 bits
256× 256× 256× 256 3.8 0.84 bits
Table 7: Larger model sizes yield lower entropy gap. Here we
only consider scaling the number of units per hidden layer.
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Figure 7: Accuracy of Naru as an artificial entropy gap is added
to an oracle model for Conviva-B projected to the first 15 columns.
50 queries are drawn from the same distribution as in the mac-
robenchmarks. Naru has the best accuracy for an entropy gap of
less than 2 bits, though remains competitive up to a surprisingly
large gap of 10 bits. Variance of progressive sampling decreases
dramatically when moving from 50 to 250 to 1000 samples.
6.7 Understanding Estimation Performance
Naru’s accuracy depends critically on two factors: (1) the
accuracy of the density model; and (2) the effectiveness of
progressive sampling. This section seeks to understand the
interplay between the two components and how each con-
tributes to estimation errors. We do this by running mi-
crobenchmarks against the Conviva-B dataset, which has
only 10K rows but has 100 columns for a total joint space of
10190. The small size of the dataset makes it possible to run
queries against an emulated oracle model with perfect accu-
racy by scanning the data. This allows us to isolate errors
introduced by density estimation vs. progressive sampling.
6.7.1 Robustness to Increasing Model Entropy Gap
One natural question is: how accurate does the density
model have to be? One metric of modeling accuracy is the
fraction of total probability mass assigned to true data tuples.
For example, a randomly initialized model will assign equal
probability mass to all points in the joint space of tuples.
As training proceeds, it learns to assign higher probability
to tuples actually present in the relation. Under the sim-
plifying assumption that all relation tuples are unique (as
they are in Conviva-B), we can quantify this fraction as fol-
lows. Suppose the model has an entropy gap of 2 bits; then,
the fraction of probability mass assigned to the relation, f ,
satisfies − log2 f = 2, which leads to f = 25%.
Figure 7 shows that Naru achieves the best performance
with a model entropy gap of 0-2 bits. A gap of lower than
0.5 bits does not substantially improve performance. This
means that for the best accuracy, the model must assign
between 25− 100% of the probability mass to the true data
distribution. Surprisingly, Naru still outperforms baselines
with up to 10 bits of entropy gap, which corresponds to less
than ≈ 0.1% probability mass assigned. We hypothesize
the range queries makes such modeling errors less critical,
because density errors of individual tuples could even out
when estimating the density of the region as a whole.
6.7.2 Robustness to Increasing Column Counts
While the datasets tested in macrobenchmarks have a
good number of columns, using Conviva-B we test how well
progressive sampling scales to 10× as many dimensions. One
might suspect that, like many importance-sampling based
approaches, progressive sampling has perhaps some expo-
nential dependence on the number of columns, which would
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Figure 8: Accuracy of Naru as we add more columns from Con-
viva-B. We again use an oracle model (with 0 bits of entropy gap)
and 50 randomly generated queries. The number of predicates
covers at most 12 columns. The number of progressive sample
paths required to accurately query the model increases modestly
with the number of columns, but remains tractable even as the
joint data space reaches over 10190 (at 100 columns).
prevent Naru from scaling to tables with many dozens of
columns (e.g., of a multi-way joined relation).
Figure 8 shows that while the number of columns does sig-
nificantly increase the variance of estimates, the number of
progressive sample paths required to mitigate this variance
remains tractable. A choice of 1000 sample paths produces
reasonable worst-case accuracies for up to 100 columns, and
10000 sample paths improves on that by a modest factor.
There exist Monte Carlo integration techniques, e.g., the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [35], that do not have a the-
oretical dependence on the number of dimensions. While
these techniques typically have higher initial overheads, they
are compatible with Naru and are worth exploring for scaling
to many hundreds of columns or more.
6.7.3 Robustness to Data Shifts
Lastly, we study how Naru reacts to data shifts. We par-
tition DMV by a date column into 5 parts. We then ingest
each partition in order, emulating the common practice of “1
new partition per day”. Each estimator is built after seeing
the first partition. After a new ingest, we test the previously-
built estimators on queries that touch all data ingested so
far. The same query generator as macrobenchmarks is used
where the filters are drawn from tuples in the first partition
(true selectivities computed on all data ingested so far).
Partitions Ingested 1 2 3 4 5
Naru, refreshed: max 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
90%-tile 1.20 1.14 1.12 1.14 1.15
Naru, stale: max 2.0 40.3 47.5 52.9 53.5
90%-tile 2.0 2.4 3.4 4.4 5.5
Table 8: Robustness to data shifts. Errors from 200 queries.
Table 8 shows the results of (1) Naru, no model updates,
(2) Naru, with gradient updates on each new ingest. The
model architecture is the same as in Table 3; 8,000 progres-
sive samples are used since we are interested in learning how
much imprecision or staleness presents in the model itself
and not the effectiveness of information extraction. Results
show that, Naru is able to handle queries on new data with
reasonably good accuracy, even without having seen the new
partitions. The model has learned to capture the underlying
data correlations so the degradation is graceful.
7. RELATED WORK
Naru builds upon decades of rich research on selectivity
estimation and this section cannot replace comprehensive
surveys [7]. Below, we highlight the most related areas.
Joint approximation estimators. Multidimensional
histograms [16,36,40,41] can been seen as coarse approx-
imations to the joint data distribution. Probabilistic re-
lational models (PRMs) [14] rely on a Bayes Net (condi-
tional independence DAG) to factor the joint into materi-
alized conditional probability tables. Tzoumas et al. [50]
propose a variant of PRMs significantly optimized for prac-
tical use. Dependency-based histograms [8] make partial
or conditional independence assumptions to keep the ap-
proximated joint tractable (factors stored as histograms).
Concurrent work [17] also explores the use of deep likeli-
hood models for selectivity estimation; they make straight-
forward application of these models for equality predicates,
but provide no solution for range queries. Naru does not
make any independence assumptions; it directly models the
joint distribution and lazily encodes all chain-rule factors in
a universal function approximator.
Query-driven estimators are supervised methods that
take advantage of past or training queries [6]. ISOMER [47]
and STHoles [4] are two representatives that adopt query
feedback to improve histograms. LEO [49] and CardLearner [57]
correct past statistics using feedback. QuickSel [38] recently
pioneers a new query-driven histogram based on uniform
mixture models. Heimel et al. [19] propose query-driven
KDEs; Kiefer et al. [21] enhance them to handle joins. Deep
learning regressors [31], e.g., MSCN [25], have also been
proposed. Naru, an unsupervised data-driven synopsis, is
orthogonal to this family. Our evaluation shows that our
full joint approximation approach yields superior accuracy
to two query-driven methods. However, the use of query
feedback could serve as a beneficial fine-tuning mechanism.
ML in optimizers. Naru can be used as a drop-in re-
placement of selectivity estimator used in ML proposals to
query optimization. Ortiz et al. [37] learns query repre-
sentation to predict cardinalities, a discriminative (predic-
tion) rather than our generative (approximation) approach.
Neo [33], a learned query optimizer, approaches cardinality
estimation indirectly: embeddings for all attribute values
are first pre-trained; later, a value network uses them to
encode predicate literals and additionally learns to correct
or ignore signals from the embeddings. RL-based join opti-
mizers (DQ [27], ReJOIN [34]) also use selectivities in their
featurizations and may benefit from Naru’s estimates.
8. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we believe that deep likelihood modeling
is a promising approach for selectivity estimation. Modern
high-capacity models allow us to accurately approximate the
joint data distribution without independence assumptions.
We contribute a novel Monte Carlo integration scheme that
handles range predicates in addition to equalities over such
models, which to the best of our knowledge has never been
demonstrated. Our estimator, Naru, matches or exceeds
state-of-the-art accuracy over several families of estimators.
Naru can be thought of as an unsupervised neural synopsis.
In contrast to supervised learning-based estimators, Naru
enjoys drastically more efficient training since there is no
need to execute queries to collect feedback—it only needs to
read the data. Learning directly from the underlying data
allows Naru to answer a much more general set of future
queries and makes it inherently robust to shifts in the query
workload. Our approach is non-intrusive and can serve as
an opt-in component inside an optimizer.
A high-fidelity likelihood model trained on relation(s) may
have other applications in data management. Outlier detec-
tion or data cleaning can benefit from a statistical model to
check how likely a tuple is dirty [18] (i.e., outside the data
distribution). Approximate query processing can sample in-
distribution tuples from a compact synopsis, which may be
much faster than sampling from the original storage. Data
compression is also inherently linked to likelihood modeling.
We leave exploring such uses of Naru to future investigation.
APPENDIX
A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. The proof uses only basic probability rules. For
ease of exposition, we prove the 3-column case; the general
N-column case follows the exact structure. Specifically, we
need to show the expectation of Equation 3,
E
x
(i)
1 ,x
(i)
2
[
P̂ (X3 ∈ R3|x(i)1 , x(i)2 )P̂ (X2 ∈ R2|x(i)1 )P̂ (X1 ∈ R1)
]
equals the desired density. First, expanding the expectation
over x
(i)
1 gives
E
x
(i)
2
[ ∑
x1=K∈R1
P̂ (x1 = K|x1 ∈ R1)P̂ (X3 ∈ R3|x1 = K,x(i)2 )
P̂ (X2 ∈ R2|x1 = K)P̂ (X1 ∈ R1)
]
Applying Bayes’ rule to the new conditional term,
E
x
(i)
2
[ ∑
x1=K∈R1
P̂ (x1 = K)
P̂ (X1 ∈ R1)
P̂ (X3 ∈ R3|x1 = K,x(i)2 )
P̂ (X2 ∈ R2|x1 = K)P̂ (X1 ∈ R1)
]
Similarly, we expand the expectation over x
(i)
2 and applying
the same rule to get
∑
x1=K∈R1
x2=M∈R2
[ P̂ (x2 = M |x1 = K)
P̂ (X2 ∈ R2|x1 = K)
P̂ (x1 = K)
P̂ (X1 ∈ R1)
P̂ (X3 ∈ R3|x1 = K,x2 = M)P̂ (X2 ∈ R2|x1 = K)P̂ (X1 ∈ R1)
]
Canceling terms, we obtain∑
x1=K∈R1
x2=M∈R2
[
P̂ (X3 ∈ R3|x1 = K,x2 = M)P̂ (x2 = M |x1 = K)
P̂ (x1 = K)
]
which is the density P̂ (X1 ∈ R1, X2 ∈ R2, X3 ∈ R3).
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